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The IntentionalAcquisitionof
Mental States*
LUCBOVENS

Universityof Coloradoat Boulder

Phyllidula is scrawny but amorous,
Thus have the Gods awardedher,
That in pleasure she receives more
[than she can give;
If she does not count this blessed
Let her change her religion.
(EzraPound)

For various reasons a person may wish to have mental states other than the
ones she actually has. Let us consider a few examples. I may wish to have
more of a taste for dry wines, since my wine-connoisseurfriends serve only
dry wines at their parties. Or, I may wish to believe that my spouse is not
having an affair, though all the evidence suggests that she is. Or, suppose I
strongly disapproveof racially mixed marriages.When an old friend asks me
to be her best man in a racially mixed wedding, I may wish that my moral
standon this issue were different.
The mental states that I wish for may be desires-as in the case of the dry
wines-or beliefs-as in the case of my unfaithful spouse-or moral judgments-as in the case of the racially mixed wedding. It is not uncommonfor
someone to try to realize these wishes. Such attempts typically involve a
project ratherthan a simple act of will: they can only be achieved in some
roundaboutway. A common strategy is to act as if one alreadyhad the projected mental state. To complete such a project successfully is to acquirethe
mental state in question intentionallythroughas if actions. There is a curious
This research was in part supportedby the Edelstein Center for the History and Philosophy of Science at the Hebrew University. I am grateful for helpful suggestions or
comments on earlier drafts of this paper from Erik Anderson, Carol Cleland, Kevin
Falvey, Andrew Mason, Claudia Mills, Michael Otsuka, Christopher Shields, Ellen
Wagner, Ruth Weintraub,MargaretWilson and two anonymous referees of this journal.
I have also benefitted from presentations at an APA session of the Society for
Realism/Anti-Realism Discussion, at the Mountain-Plains Conference, at Ben-Gurion
University and at Tel Aviv University.
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asymmetrybetween the intentionalacquisitionof beliefs in this manner(IAb)
and the intentionalacquisitionof desires in this manner(IAd)(section I). The
intentionalacquisitionof moraljudgments throughas if actions (IAm)can be
clustered together with IAb in the face of this asymmetry(section II). I discuss some earlierreflectionson the phenomenonof wanting to believe by W.
James, H. H. Price, D. Davidson and B. Williams (section III). I then venture
an explanationof the asymmetrybetween IAb and IAmon the one hand and
IAd on the other hand (section IV) and consider how this explanation fares
with respectto some special cases and relatedphenomena(section V).
I
IAb differs from IAd in that, with certain qualifications, the former phenomenon-unlike the latter-raises certain qualms. Suppose that I am suspicious that my spouse is having an affair and I very much want to believe that
she is not. To dispel my suspicions I plan a romanticouting to celebrate our
wedding anniversary,askingmyself rhetoricallyhow I could afterall be doing
so while she is having an affair. Or, consider the following real-life example.
Apparentlyit is not uncommon for people who know that they are carrying
the HIV-virus to donate blood.' A possible explanationof this phenomenon
is that they try to dispel the belief for themselves that they are carrying the
HIV-virusby choosing to act as if they are not carryingthe HIV-virus: 'How
could I be carryingthe HIV-viruswhile being a blood donor?' I startfrom the
intuition that there is something unreasonableabout such belief acquisitions
and will try to provide an explanationof this intuition. I invite those who do
not share this intuition to read my account as an argumentto the effect that
typical cases of IAbindeed ought to be met with qualms.
IAbis distinctfrom two relatedphenomenathat do not raise qualms. First,
IAb involves a desire to acquire a mental state that has a particularpropositional content, e.g. that my spouse is not having an affair. This is different
from wanting to acquirea belief about my spouse, viz. whethershe is having
an affairor not. Second, on WAb,
my desire to acquirethe mental state in question motivates me to engage in as if actions. This is different from a case in
which I want to acquire the belief that my spouse is not having an affair in
order to put my suspicions to rest and this desire motivates me to check out
things-e.g. by paying close attentionto her daily routine.
I also wish to distinguishIAbfrom two relatedphenomenathat meet with
no fewer qualms than IAb.First, there is the case in which I try to realize my
desire to acquirea particularbelief by subjectingmyself to some brainwashing technique-e.g. I may ask a hypnotistto install the belief that my spouse
is faithful (conjoined with a set of supportingbeliefs) throughpost-hypnotic
suggestion. Second, I may try to acquire the projected belief by selectively
New York Times, July 8, 1991.
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checking things out, e.g. by paying attention only to information that will
most likely supportthe belief that my spouse is not having an affair. I will
returnto these relatedphenomenaand show how my account of IAb can also
explain why the latterpairdoes and the formerpairdoes not call for qualms.
IAd differs from IAb in that it does not in and of itself raise any qualms.
To make this claim plausible, let us at first consider the attempt to acquire
morally correctdesires. It is a commonplacein Aristotelianethics that an action cannot qualify as a virtuous action unless the agent performs it with a
sense of joy. Suppose a poker-playerwho enjoys the game because of the
possibilities for cheating involved, comes to realize that cheating is morally
reprehensible.She decides to start a new life on this score, yet does not find
fair-play poker terribly exciting. In her quest for virtue she is committed to
becoming the kind of person who enjoys fair play. She decides to stick to fair
play and to play as if she alreadyenjoyed it, aiming to develop precisely such
liking for it.2 This story can be recast with alternatives that are entirely
morally neutral.The casino may change its official card-gamefrom poker to
blackjack.Ourpoker-playermay initially dislike blackjack,yet decide to stick
with it-i.e. to play blackjackas if she alreadyenjoyed it-aiming to develop
precisely such an appreciation.Such projects of 'characterplanning'3do not
raise any qualms in and of themselves. On the contrary,we may commend
the formerplayer in her quest for virtue as well as the latterplayer for being
adaptable.
IAb typically meets with qualms, while there seems to be nothing objectionable about IAd in and of itself. Nonetheless, for both phenomena,there is
an ample set of Cross-Over cases in which qualms (a) vanish for the intentional acquisition of Beliefs (COB's) and (b) rise for the intentionalacquisition of Desires due to special featuresof the cases in question(COD's).
(COB1) If there is good reason to believe that the truthof a propositionp
is itself subject to a person believing p, then qualms about intentionalbelief
acquisitionmay disappear.For instance,if thereis good reason to believe that
my ability to jump the creek is itself a function of my belief that I can jump
the creek, then it seems to be quite reasonablefor me to try to acquirethe belief that I can jump the creek.
(COB2)Suppose that my son is reportedas missing in combat and I know
that I can only go on living in a meaningful way if I adopt the belief that he
2

3

Notice thatthereis a clear differencebetweenthe intentionalacquisitionof morally
correctdesiresandthe intentionalacquisitionof moraljudgments(IAm).An example
on whichI
is the desirestructure
of a projectedmentalstateon the formerphenomenon
loathcheatingandlove fairplayin cardgames.An exampleof a projectedmentalstate
on the latterphenomenonis the moraljudgmentthat cheatingis morallyreprehensible. I will returnto IAmin the nextsection.
CambridgeUniversityPress),pp. 20Cf. Elster,J. (1980)Sour Grapes(Cambridge:
26.
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is still alive. If such were the case, would it not be a most rationalstrategyto
adoptthe belief in questionintentionally?Certainly,but this does not remove
qualms about the belief acquisition in question. An action which is open to
qualms may well be part of a rationalstrategy.For instance, suppose I know
that making an utterancewhich invites 'knocking on wood' makes me feel
highly uncomfortableunless I actually do knock on wood, knowing full well
that I am hereby performinga superstitiousact. Would it not be the most rational strategy,say, in a situationthat is independentlystressful, to knock on
wood after I make such an utterance?Certainly,but this would not take away
any qualms aboutthe particularaction of knockingon wood.
(COB3)If a propositionis such thatthe evidence for it in principle underdeterminesa choice between it and its negation,it is less clear thatqualms are
in place about the intentionalacquisitionof the belief in a propositionof this
kind. A voluntaristicconception of faith rests on the premises that religious
beliefs are in principle underdeterminedby our evidence for them and that
there is nothing objectionable about their intentional acquisition-the more
so since the consequences of holding such beliefs may be weighty.4I wish to
remain agnostic about the acceptability of intentional belief acquisition of
this kind.5
(COD1)Engaging in a projectto acquirea characterthat cherishes certain
desires may lead to an impasse. Such are desires which 'involve a kind of
self-forgetfulnessor outwardfocus of the personality'.6 The obstacle in carrying througha projectof becoming a self-forgetfulor outwardlyfocused characteris that engaging in characterplanningis itself a highly self-focused project. As such it may well reinforceratherthan overcome the self-focused attitude from which it stems.
(COD2) IAd is subject to the standarddemands on rational action. If the
state of affairs that the agent is aiming for-viz. holding a particularset of
preferences-is not in her best interest and one could reasonably expect the
agent to recognize this to be the case, then this project will raise qualms for
this reason. An example that fits this category is a small-town middle-aged
person with no realistic prospectsbeyond small-townjobs trying to acquirea
preferencestructurethatis fittingto a Hollywood lifestyle.
(COD3)Thereis the chargethatIAd lacks authenticity.In response, I wish
to suggest that 'lack of authenticity'is predicatedof a life style in which a
cluster of desires is intentionally adopted in reference to some identity to
which one uncritically aspires-rather than of some particularinstance of
4
5
6
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Cf. James, W. (1957) "The Will to Believe," in Essays on Pragmatism, ed. by A.
Castell (New York: Hafner), pp. 88-109.
And I certainly wish to remain agnostic about the former premise of voluntarism-i.e.
that religious beliefs are underdeterminedby our evidence for them.
Seabright, P. (1988) "The Pursuit of Happiness: Paradoxical Motivation and the Subversion of Characterin Henry James's Portrait of a Lady,"in Ethics, 98, p. 320.
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IAd.7An inauthenticlife style requiresinstancesof IAd,yet the converse does
not hold true: there are plenty of instances of IAd which do not deserve the
charge of inauthenticity.
(COD4)We tend to use the expression 'sour grapes' with a sense of disapproval. This expression is ambiguous. Let us define 'preference' as a desire
for some particular state of affairs. 'Sourgrapes' may referto a case in which
a person, upon realizing thather preferencecannotbe satisfied, sets out to deceive herself that she does not have such preferencein orderto avoid frustration. Yet it may also refer to a case in which a person, upon realizing that her
preference cannot be satisfied, sets out to change her preference in order to
avoid frustration. In the former case our qualms come about since 'sour
grapes' denotes a (straight) case of IAb. In the latter case, I wish to distinguish sour grapes from characterplanning in that, on sour grapes, a person
adjustsher preferenceso as not to preferthe no longer feasible option, yet she
does not change any of the more general desires-i.e. desires for types of
states of affairs-that underlayher originalpreference.Characterplanning is
the more complex project of adjustingsome preference as well as the more
generaldesiresthatunderliethe preference.'Ourqualmsaboutsour grapescan
then be explained in that a person holds a newly acquiredpreference which
does not fit in with the set of more generaldesires that is relevantto the preference at hand,since these desiresremainedunchangedand so do still support
the originalpreference.Hence, what makes us frown upon the fox in Aesop's
fable is not his change of preference(from 'wantingto eat the grapes' to 'not
wanting to eat the grapes') in and of itself, but rather,that his newly acquired

What is wrong with a lack of authenticity in its stronger form is (a) that a substantial
chunk of one's conative self is modeled after some aspired identity and (b) that this aspired identity is uncritically accepted. I am less certain about cases in which only one
of these conditions is fulfilled. First, I am tempted to generalize that sculpting one's
identity in reference to some critically accepted ideal meets with fewer qualms-i.e.
charges of inauthenticity-in North America than in Europe. The search for an identity
is much more a North Americanthan a Europeanfeatureof life. Notice that it is the pursuit of an identity-projected in a reflective and critical manner-within a European
setting by the American Isabel Archer which contributesto her demise in Henry James'
The Portrait of a Lady (cf. f. 6). Second, critical acceptance does seem to be less of a requirement to avoid the charge of inauthenticity when isolated desires are at stake. For
instance, consider some isolated desire for fashion items: I am hesitant to say that uncritically trying to enjoy the pastel colors of this year's spring collection deserves the
charge of inauthenticity.
Notice that if sculpting a substantial chunk of one's conative self is sufficient for inauthenticity (cf. f.7), then there is a subtle tension between sour grapes, character planning and inauthenticity. As the character planner avoids the Scylla of sour grapes by
adjusting not only her preferences but also the reasons underlying these preferences
she may steer towards the Charybdis of inauthenticity by affecting a substantial chunk
of her conative self. For different projects of preference adjustments, the waters between Scylla and Charybdismay be more or less narrow.
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preference does not fit with his steadfast passion for juicy summer fruits in
general.9
In conclusion, I have argued that IAb typically meets with qualms while
there is nothing objectionable about IAd in and of itself. Nonetheless, for
both phenomena,there is an ample set of cross-over cases in which qualms
vanish for beliefs and rise for desires due to special featuresof the phenomena
in question. I will be able to cast some more light on these cross-over cases
after I have presentedan account of the asymmetrybetween straightcases of
IAb andIAd.
II
But let us first turnto the intentionalacquisitionof moraljudgments through
as if actions (JAm). Ultra-conscientiousconsumersrun into the difficulty that
the range of 'politically correct' productsleaves them little to choose from.
The Wall Street Journal writes about Todd Putnam,the founder of the National Boycott News: 'It's a shame Todd Putnam can't walk on water. He
sorely needs a new pair of shoes, but he can't wear leather-that would be
cruel to animals. He won't touch Nike sneakers-the company has been accused of exploiting the black community.Rubberand plastic are out, because
they don't recycle well. And he has even had to stop buying his Chinesemade all-cotton shoes because of the TiananmenSquareMassacre'. 0 How is
Todd to resolve this moralquandary?
Comparethis to a non-moralquandaryin purchasingshoes. Suppose that
I have a strong desire to buy designer products as well as to tax my budget
minimally by clothing expenses. With this set of desires, the market may
have as little in store for me as for Todd. How am I to resolve this non-moral
quandary?There is a strategy that is respectablefor both of us, viz. we may
pick that pair of shoes which is most compatible with our set of moral
judgments or set of desires. What is more interesting is that there exists a
strategywhich is entirelyrespectablefor me to pursueyet not for Todd. After
iteratedquandariesof this kind I may considermodifying my set of desiresi.e., I may try to adjusteithermy desire for designerproductsor my desire for
low-budget clothing. It would not be a respectableoption for Todd to modify
his set of moral judgments in response to iterated moral quandariesof this
kind-iLe., to try to adjust,say, his views on the political correctnessof supporting the Chinese market or on the moral significance of the Tiananmen
SquareMassacre.I am not questioningthe empiricalplausibility of this strategy. Both Todd and I may find each otherbuying cheap Chinese cotton shoes.
9

In (1992) "SourGrapesand CharacterPlanning,"Journal of Philosophy, 84, pp. 57accountof the distinctionbetweenthe
78, I argueagainstElster's autonomy-based
phenomenonof sourgrapesandthe phenomenonof characterplanningandpresentan
extensivedefenseof the accountI havesketchedin this paragraph.
10 April24, 1991, frontpage.
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By acting as if I had no interestin designer shoes I may try to extinguish my
desire for designer shoes. By acting as if he had no scruplesin supportingthe
Chinese marketTodd may try to extinguish his scruples to this effect. Both
of us may or may not succeed in this project.Yet the differencebetween Todd
and me is that his project-unlike mine-raises qualms which appearto be
very similar in kind to our qualms aboutIAb.II
There is an appeal to intuitions at this juncture and, as such appeals go,
some will undoubtedlyremainunconvinced.Let me try to solidify these intuitions by means of two examples. FriedrichNietzsche's contemptfor a slave
morality in On the Genealogy of Morals turns on qualms about the intentional constructionof moral values. When the slaves-i.e. the weak-realize
that they do not possess any genuine aristocratic values, they set out at
redefining what constitutes value in order to secure worth and respect for
themselves. Nietzsche expresses his contemptfor this project in graphiclanguage: 'This workshop where ideals are manufactured-it seems to me it
stinks of so many lies.' 12
In ArthurMiller's All My Sons, Joe and Kate Keller's son is a fighter pilot who is reportedas missing in action duringWorld War II. Joe Keller was
runninga company at the time in which he knowingly sold defective airplane
parts to the military causing the death of various pilots. To evade the presumed responsibility for the possible death of their son, Kate and Joe bring
differentstrategiesto bear. Kate engages in intentionalbelief construction:after many years she refuses to believe that her son has died and she cherishes
this belief by acting as if he is still alive-e.g. by keeping his shoes polished
for the day of his return.Joe engages in intentionalmoral-judgmentconstruction: he adopts the moral judgment that his foremost responsibility was to
provide for his family by keeping his companyin business. When questioned
about their respective belief and moral judgment Kate and Joe are short of
(justificatory)reasons and resort to a very similar non-response. Kate's line
runs: 'Because he has to be [alive].'13 Joe's line runs: '[That I did it for my
family] [hals got to excuse it.'14 That is, they both choose to resort to this
non-responseratherthan to point to their desire to evade responsibility.This
common resistanceto a first-personrecognitionof IAb and IAmsuggests that
both phenomenaindeed call for very similarqualms.

In respectfor ToddPutnam,I shouldmentionhis own solutionto this quandary.Todd
goes for a new pairof Chineseshoesarguingthathis old pairwas so offensivethat'his
socially responsiblebehaviorwas becomingborderlineanti-social'.
12

Nietzsche, F. (1967) On the Genealogy of Morals-Ecce

Homo, translated by W.

Kaufmann.
(New York:VintageBooks),p. 47. [emphasisin original]
3
14

Miller, A. (1957) "All My Sons," in Arthur Miller's Collected Plays (New York:

VikingPress),p. 78 [emphasisadded].
Ibid., p. 120 [emphasisadded].
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III
Why is it that IAb and IAmtypically raise qualms while IAd does not? Let us
consult the relevant philosophical literature.Price, Williams and Davidson
each make one or more suggestions as to why qualms are in place for projects
of wanting to believe (WtB-projects).Such projects include attempts to acquire beliefs intentionallythroughas if actions (IAbproper),but also through
simple acts of will, throughpersistently focusing on the projected belief or
throughsubjectingoneself to hypnosis. At least four more or less developed
accountsof these qualmscan be identified.Let us examine each in turn.
(a) Donald Davidson15points to the following common featurein akrasia
and WtB-projects.In akrasia, the desire thatprovides a reason for the akratic
action overrides a principle that one do what one holds to be best all things
considered. This desire causes the principle to be silenced without giving a
reason against the principle. In WtB-projects,a desire to believe causes the
belief withoutgiving any reason for the belief. Davidson very carefully says
that this characterizationof the phenomena 'points the way to one kind of
But in the final paragraphshe acknowledges a
explanationof irrationality'.16
crucial difficulty, viz. that estimable projects of self-improvement through
characterplanning (involving IAd) equally requirethat second-orderdesires
cause first-orderdesires without giving any reason for them. Though Davidson seems to be less pessimistic, I take this to be a decisive objection against
Since mental causationin the
his tentative account of the irrationalityof WAb.
absence of a reason-givingrelationis a featurethatis presentin both IAb and
IAd, it cannot explain why there are qualms to be had about the former and
not about the latter.
(b) BernardWilliams17suggests that qualms about WtB-projectsarise because changing one belief forces one to change a range of interrelatedbeliefs
and 'there is no end to the amount you have to pull down': such a project
will tend 'in the end to involve total destructionof the world of reality, to
lead to paranoia'."8There is an analogue to this problem in the case of desires. In my discussion of sour grapes (COD4), I argued that qualms do not
arise aboutIAd,only if we are carefulthata preferenceadjustmentrespectsthe
consistency of our desire structure.Similarly, I agree that qualms may arise
about IAb due to the lack of internalconsistency of the resulting belief structure. But the difference between qualms about IAb and IAd is that even if we
make the necessary adjustmentsto respect the internalconsistency of the resulting structureof mental states, qualms remain in place for the former and
15
16

7
18
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"Paradoxesof Irrationality,"in R. Wollheim & J. Hopkins (eds.) Philosophical Essays
on Freud (Cambridge:CambridgeUniversity Press), pp. 298-305.
Ibid., p. 298.
"Deciding to Believe," in Problems of the Self (Cambridge: Cambridge University
Press), pp. 136-51.
Ibid., p. 151.
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not for the latter. I take Williams to respond at this junction that a consistent
adjustmentin one's belief structurethroughIAb would affect our complete set
of beliefs. Two responses are in place. First, why would a contained adjustment in a belief-structurebe any less plausiblethan a containedadjustmentin
a desire-structureunder the constraintof consistency? Is there any reason to
believe that a belief structureis more integratedthan a desire structure?I do
not see any reason to this effect. Second, Williams correctly claims that the
impossibility of directly believing at will is not a contingent limitation on
the will-in contrast with, say, the impossibility of blushing at will.19
Similarly, qualms about believing at will in a roundaboutway-as in IAb_
do not rest on contingentfeatureseither. But, even if humanbelief structures
are as a matter of fact fully integrated, it is not a conceptual impossibility
that one have a set of beliefs in which a change in a contained subset S affects each and only each element of S. Hence, qualms about IAb cannot be
properlyaccountedfor by its alleged resultingin a complete disintegrationof
our belief structure.
(c) William James argues for the rationalityof voluntarily adopting religious beliefs notwithstandinginsufficientjustificatoryreasons, since a persistent scepticism about religious beliefs stands in the way of attaining 'a certain vital good.'20 H. H. Price21 turns this economic argument around for
ordinarybeliefs and arguesthatWtB-projectsareto be discouragedon prudential grounds.Such projectsmay yield a short-termpeace of mind but are generally not to our long-termadvantage.I find this appealto prudenceunsatisfying as an explanationof our qualms about IAb for two reasons. First, the explanationdoes not extend to IAm.Consider the case of Phyllidula in the epigraph. Stretchingthe interpretationsomewhat, I take the (conditional) counsel to Phyllidula to 'change her religion' to be a recommendationthat she
change her moraljudgmentthat one ought not to take more pleasurethan one
is able to give. What is paradoxicalabout this recommendationis that it is
indeed sound prudentialadvice-i.e. it would lead to Phyllidula's long-term
advantage-yet it meets with standardqualms about IAm.Second, there are
certainly isolated cases22in which the intentionally acquiredbeliefs are of a
19
20

Ibid., p. 148.
Op.cit., p. 105.

21

Price, H. H. (1954) "Belief and Will," Proceedings of the Aristotelian Society
(Supplement),
28, pp. 1-26 andBelief (London:Allen & Unwin),p. 238.
Onemightrespondthat,just like moralrules andnot particular
choicesarejustifiedon
groundsof expectedcollectiveutility(pace Rawls,J. (1955) "TwoConceptsof Rules,"
PhilosophicalReview,64, pp. 3-32), prudentialrules and not particularchoices are
justifiedon groundsof expectedindividualutility.Henceit is sufficientto establisha
case of IAbwouldmaximizeindividual
prudential
ruleagainstIAb:evenif a particular
utility,qualmsremainin place becausethe projectviolatesa prudentialrule against
lAb. I rejectthisresponsefor the followingreason.Evenif Rawls'conceptionof moral
rules.Though
rulesis defensible,it is verydubiousthatit canbe extendedto prudential
assessments,prudentialrules
moralrulesmayindeedhaveweightagainstact-utilitarian

22
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nature that it is unlikely for them to cause the believer to make suboptimal
decisions. In such cases, qualms about IAb remain in place, yet there is no
reason why it would not be to a person's long-term advantageto engage in
such a project.23
(d) Both Price and Williams also suggest that our qualms come about because WtB-projectsare not geared towardsthe truthof the projectedbeliefs.
This suggestion can readilybe developed into an accountof qualms aboutIAb
and IAmand the absence of qualms aboutIAd,if it be assumedthatfor beliefs
and moraljudgments-unlike for desires-there is a truthof the matter.Two
comments are in place. First, this response is fine as far as it goes. But we
can and should do better.Comparethe following scenario. Suppose that I am
asked to give an account of our qualms about a common strategy in gambling. I show that the strategy does not maximize expected payoff. This is
fine as far as it goes. Yet, what one might ask in additionis how the strategy
could become so widely used. What sort of reasoning are the players following and where precisely in the reasoning lies the mistake? Similarly, I want
to know what makes the route of as if actions (ratherthan, say, direct decisions) in trying to acquireprojectedbeliefs tempting.Whatpatternof reasoning underlies such projects and where does the reasoning take a wrong turn?
Second, the account is restrictedto cognitive mental states. It would be very
costly to let an account of our qualms about IAm be contingent on cognitivist
assumptions for moral judgments. Similarly, cognitivism is an open question for certain classes of beliefs for which IAb is no less subject to qualms.
Consider, say, projectivistaccountsof causal beliefs. Again, it would be very
costly to have an account of our qualms about IAbfor causal beliefs rest on a
rejection of projectivism.
In the following section, I will present an account that is not contingent
on cognitivist (or non-cognitivist) assumptions. For simplicity, I will let
'beliefs' stand for cognitive mental states. For moral judgments, I will not
assume that cognitivism holds (nor will I assume that non-cognitivism
holds). If certain beliefs (say, causal beliefs) are indeed not amenable to a
cognitivist reading, then an account of our qualms about their intentionalac-

23

830

can be no morethanrulesof thumb:thereis no reasonwhy a carefulassessmentof the
choiceshouldnot overrideconflictingadvice
expectedindividualutilityof a particular
rule.
fromsomeprudential
(COB2)-casesarespecialcases in whichIAbis indeedto a person'slong-termadvantage. Hence,is ourcondoningof (COB2)-casesnot a reasonto believethatourqualms
aboutordinarycasesof IAbindeedcomeaboutbecausetheyarenotto a person'slongtermadvantage?I do not thinkso. First,not all cases in which IAb is to a person's
long-termadvantageareto be condoned:(COB2)-casesrequirein additionthatthereis
is partof a rabeingirrational
an extremenecessityat stake.Second,in (COB2)-cases,
remains-unlikewhatone wouldexpect
irrationality
tionalstrategy.But the first-order
if long-termadvantagebe the correctcriterionfor assessing the rationalityof instancesof lAb.
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quisition matches my account of our qualms about IAm.If moraljudgments
are amenable to a cognitivist reading, then an account of our qualms about
their intentional acquisition also matches my account of our qualms about
Ab.

IV
I will first present a sketch of my account before turningto a systematic defense. What is troublesome about instances of IAb, say, about the case in
which a man organizes a romanticouting to dispel his belief that his spouse
is having an affair?There are facts abouta man which typically count as evidence-i.e. as a justificatoryreason-for the belief thathis spouse is not having an affair. One such fact is that he is organizing a romantic outing. This
evidential relationis subject to various disclaimers. It would be a disclaimer
that he had organizedthe romanticouting in orderto believe that his spouse
was not having an affair. Hence, the person who engages in lAb must suppress the latterdisclaimerfrom the set of availableevidence. Our qualms can
thus be understoodas a special instance of qualms about beliefs that do not
meet Carnap's requirementof total evidence.24This requirementstipulates
that beliefs must be groundedin the complete set of evidence that is available
to the believer. IAbdoes not meet this requirementsince the projectedbelief
is groundedin a propersubset of the evidence-viz. the complete set of evidence minus the disclaimer-that is availableto the believer.
I venture that a parallel explanation can be constructed for our qualms
about (IAm).Let us similarlydefine 'an item of informationX is evidence for
a moraljudgment m' as X provides a justificatory reasonfor M.25 A parallel
explanation would run as follows: actions in accordancewith a moral judgment may provide evidence for the moraljudgment in question. Yet, if these
actions in accordancewith the moraljudgmentare embeddedin an intentional
scheme to effect the acquisition of this moraljudgment, then they no longer
provide evidence for the moral judgment in question. Hence, qualms about
IAmcome about because, in acquiringthe moraljudgment, the agent did not
24

25

Cf. HempelC. G. (1965)Aspects of Scientific Explanation (New York:FreePress),pp.
63-67, andp. 379; andDavidson,D. (1980)Actions and Events (Oxford:Clarendon),
p. 41.
I intendto defendan accountwhichis neutralwithrespectto the debatebetweenmoral
cognitivismand non-cognitivism.My accountis not neutralon metaethicalissues in
has a legitimaterole in
so farthatit is committedto the standthatrationaladjudication
ethics.If someonewereto denythis standthenit is uponherto providea betterexplanationof the factthatIAmcommonlymeetswithqualmsthatdoes not makeany reference to the rationalacceptabilityof moraljudgments.In the absenceof such an account, I suggestthat, since the possibilityof rationaladjudicationin ethics plays a
role in whatI taketo be the best explanationof qualmsaboutIAm,we havegood reason on the principleof inferenceto the best explanationto accept the metaethical
standin question.
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take into accountthe disclaimerthather actions in accordancewith the moral
judgmentwere embeddedin an intentionalscheme: her newly acquiredmoral
judgmentis not groundedin the complete set of availableevidence, but rather
in the subset that excludes this disclaimer.
Why is it the case that IAd is not subjectto similar qualms?A parallelaccount is blocked for IAd from the first step on, since action in accordance
with some desire may induce this desire, but it does not provide a
justificatoryreason for it. For instance,my drinkingof dry wines may induce
a desire for dry wines but it does not provide me with a justificatoryreason
for this desire. Since action in accordancewith some desire does not provide a
justificatoryreason for this desire and since disclaimersdisclaimjustificatory
reasons for mental states, the fact that the action is intendedto effect the desire in question cannot function as a disclaimer. Hence, IAd does not call for
qualms since its success is not contingent on the bracketingof a disclaimer
from the complete set of availablejustificatoryreasons for the projecteddesire.
Let us now turn to a systematic defense of this account. For brevity, let
'reason' hereafterstand for justificatory reason. I will (a) make it plausible
that actions in accordancewith some belief or moraljudgmentmay provide a
reason for the belief or moraljudgment both from a third-personand a firstperson perspective; (b) provide an explanation of this phenomenon;(c) discuss the role of disclaimers;(d) determinethe reason-giving force of actions
in accordancewith a belief or moraljudgment in the absence of disclaimers;
(e) show how both IAband IAmviolate the requirementof total evidence and
(f) lay out the contrastingdynamicsof IAd.
(a) My account of IAband IAmcan hold up only if, in the absence of disclaimers,action in accordancewith some belief p indeed provides a reason for
p and action in accordancewith some moraljudgment m indeed provides a
reason for m. Furthermore,this reason-giving relation must hold on a firstperson perspective-i.e. with the agent and the believer being one and the
same person. Let us first present two cases in which the believer and the
agent are not one and the same person. My botanist camping-companion's
acting in accordancewith the belief that the mushroomsin her basket are not
poisoned-e.g. by eating them-may give me a reason (though not necessarily a sufficient reason) to believe that they are not poisoned. Or, in case I had
some reason to believe that they were poisoned, it may give me a reason to
reexaminethe matter.Similarly,Jonathan'sacting in accordancewith the belief that his wife Susan is not having an affair-e.g. by organizing a romantic outing at their wedding anniversary-may give me a reason to believe that
she is not having an affair, or, in case I had some reason to believe that she is
having an affair, it may give me a reason to doubt whether she is. Now turn
to a case of moral-judgmentacquisition in which the judge and the agent(s)
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are not one and the same person. Suppose I were asked to consider whether
some voting procedureis a fair procedurefor appointingnew faculty in my
department.May I not take the fact that the procedureis widely used in other
departmentsat my institution-i.e. that it is a common practice to act in accordancewith the moraljudgmentthatthis is a fair voting procedure-to be a
reason (though not necessarily sufficient reason) to judge that it is indeed a
fair procedure?Or, if I have initial misgivings about this procedure,may its
widespreaduse not be a reason for me to ask myself whethermy misgivings
are indeedjustified? Turningto a real-life example, empiricalresearchshows
that a majorforce in the change of attitudefrom a pro-life to a pro-choice position is for people to learnthatfriendsand acquaintanceshave opted for abortions at some point in their lives. In our own terminology, this phenomenon
can be explained as follows: the fact that friends and acquaintancesact in accordance with the moraljudgment that abortionis permissible-viz. through
opting for abortions-provides some people with a reason to call into question whether their moral judgment as to the impermissibility of abortion is
indeedwarranted.
Let us now consider whether this reason-giving relation holds on a firstperson perspective. Being completely absorbedin fine-tuninga paper, I may
find it difficult to pass judgment on its quality. Yet it is in witnessing my
hesitation to send it off for publication (ratherthan on introspecting upon
some sentiment of insecurity) that I may come to believe that there is still
room for improvement.A similar observationcan be made for moral judgments. Suppose I find myself in some moral quandaryand, with time running
out, I finally decide to plunk for a particularcourse of action. If my subsequent actions show pride or peace of mind-i.e. are in accordancewith the
moral judgment that I chose to do what was right in the face of this
quandary-then, in witnessing these actions, I may come to judge that I did
indeed choose to do what was right.
Here is an instructivereal-life case in which the action thatprovides a reason for a moraljudgment is the very action of which the moraljudgment asserts the permissibility. I was once told by a woman in post-abortioncounseling that her therapist responded to her lamentations of self-blame by
rhetoricallyasking her whether she thought of herself as being a selfish person in general. What the therapistis doing in this case is inviting the patient
to take her own choice for an abortionto be a reason for the moral permissibility of abortion.He does so by pointing out that she has no reason to think
of herself as having the moral vice it would take to have an abortionon the
assumption that the moral judgment underlying her self-blame-say, that
abortionis the murderof an innocentchild-were accurate.
(b) Why is it the case that action in accordancewith some belief or moral
judgment may provide a reason for this belief or moraljudgment? The best
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explanation for someone's acting in accordance with a particularbelief or
moraljudgmentmay include a referenceto the truthof the belief or the rational acceptabilityof the moraljudgment and hence, on the principle of inference to the best explanation,the action in questionwould provide a reason for
the belief or moraljudgment in question. This may come about because the
best explanationfor someone's acting in accordancewith the belief or moral
judgment is that she holds the belief or moraljudgment and the best explanation for her holding the belief includes reference to the truthof the belief or
the rationalacceptabilityof the moraljudgment. However, it may also come
about throughsome alternateroute. The managementof a firm may act in accordance with the belief that some policy maximizes productionyet not actually hold this belief: what explains their actions is the truthof the belief that
the policy maximizes productiontogetherwith the fact thatfirms who did not
adopt this policy did not survive competition. Similarly, the committee
members may act in accordance with the moral judgment that some voting
procedure is a fair procedureyet not hold the moral judgment in question:
what explains their actions is the rationalacceptabilityof the moraljudgment
that the voting procedureis a fair proceduretogether with the fact that their
mandatesare highly precariousand contingenton the fairness of their voting
practices, since those who are affected by their decisions would not tolerate
the slightest proceduralinjustice. If the best explanation for some action in
accordance with some belief or moral judgment includes a reference to the
truth of the belief or the rational acceptability of the moral judgment
(whateverform this referencemay take), then clearly the action would provide
a reason for the belief or moraljudgmentin question.
(c) Let us now turn to the role of disclaimers. In the presence of a disclaimer, action in accordancewith some belief or moraljudgment gives us no
reason (or at least less of a reason) for the belief in question. What disclaimers have in common is that they all discredit or (at least to some extent
discredit) the explanationof agency in accordancewith some belief or moral
judgment that includes reference to the truthof the belief or the rational acceptability of the moral judgment. If Jonathanis hopelessly naive then his
action in accordancewith the belief that Susan is having an affair gives us no
reason for the belief in question. The best explanation for his organizing a
romantic outing does not include reference to it being the case that Susan is
faithful as ever. Jonathanwould be organizinga romanticouting whetherSusan were having an affair or not, since her ways altogetherescape him. Similarly, if my home institutionhas a bad reputationfor its hiring practices then
a voting procedurecannotgain any moralcredibilityfrom its wide acceptance.
The best explanationfor its wide acceptancedoes not make reference to the
fairness of the proceduresince a concernfor fairnesswould be of little import
to the adoptionof the voting procedure.The disclaimerthat is of special con-
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cern to our inquiryis that an action thatis embeddedin an intentionalscheme
to effect a change in belief or moraljudgmentcannotprovide a reason for the
mental states in question since the action is fully explained by the agent's desire to acquirethe belief or moraljudgment (and not by the truthof the belief
or the rationalacceptabilityof the moraljudgment.)
Disclaimers play a crucial role in discounting action in accordance with
some belief or moraljudgment as evidence for the belief or moraljudgment.
For instance, in the case of abortion, it is instructive that a defense of the
pro-life position typically includes an explanationof the widespreadpractice
of abortionwhich precludesreferenceto the rationalacceptabilityof a moral
judgment as to the permissibility of abortion.Such explanations may range
from occult allusions to demonic plots at the eve of doomsday to more secular speculationsabout the escalationof egoism in our cultureat large.
(d) In the absence of a disclaimer, action in accordance with a belief or
moraljudgment provides some reason for the belief or moraljudgment, yet it
may not provide sufficientreason. But, one might ask, if the best explanation
for action in accordance with some belief or moral judgment involves the
truth of the belief or the rational acceptability of the moral judgment, then
why is it that such an action merely provides some reason-rather than
sufficient reason-for the belief or moraljudgment?Notice that the best explanation of some phenomenon may involve reference to the truth of some
belief while there exist independentreasons that supportsome incompatible
belief. For instance, at some point in the history of astronomy, the best explanation for the perturbationsin Mercury may have been the existence of
Vulcan-i.e. an unobserved planet located between Mercury and the sunsince there were no inklings yet of the betterexplanationthathad to await the
rise of general relativity theory. Nonetheless, the lack of observationreports
of Vulcan may have cast severe doubtson this hypothesis.Underthese conditions, there was some reason for the belief that Vulcan exists, yet there was
not sufficient reason. Hence, that the truthof some belief plays a role in the
best explanation of some phenomenon provides a reason for the belief in
question, but it may not provide sufficient reason: there may be some independentreasons against the belief in question too. Similarly, though the best
explanation of some action in accordance with a belief or moral judgment
may involve referenceto the truthof the belief or the rationalacceptabilityof
the moraljudgment, this does not warrantsufficient reason for the belief or
moraljudgment since there may be independentreasons for some incompatible belief or moral judgment. For instance, though I cannot explain how a
perceptive Jonathancould be taking Susan out for a romantic outing on the
premises that she is having an affair, I do nonetheless have independent
grounds to hold that she is indeed having an affair. Or, though I cannot explain why some voting procedureis so widely used in a respectable institu-
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tion on the premises that it is a strongly biased procedure,I do nonetheless
have independentgroundsto hold thatit is indeed a stronglybiased procedure.
Hence, I have some reason to believe that Susan is not having an affair (how
else would it be possible that a perceptive Jonathanbe taking her out for a
romanticouting?) I have some reason to judge that the voting procedureis a
fair procedure(how else would it be possible that it is so widely used in a respectable institution?)Yet in neither case do I have sufficient reason for the
belief or moraljudgment.
(e) Beliefs and moral judgments ought to be grounded in reason-giving
items. Yet reason-giving items are subject to disclaimers. Actions that are in
accordancewith some belief or moraljudgmentprovidea reasonfor the belief
or moraljudgment unless there is some disclaimer present, i.e. unless some
item of informationdiscredits an explanationof the action that makes reference to the truthof the belief or the rationalacceptabilityof the moraljudgment. That the action is embedded in an intentional scheme to bring about
the projected belief or moral judgment is precisely such a disclaimer. The
success of IAb and IAmis contingent on bracketingthis disclaimer from the
evidence thatpertainsto the projectedbelief or moraljudgment.The belief or
moral judgment that is thus acquiredis groundedin a genuine subset of the
complete set of availablereasons-viz. the subset that includes my actions in
accordancewith the belief or moraljudgmentand excludes the disclaimerthat
these actions are embeddedin an intentionalscheme to acquirethe projected
belief or moraljudgment.The requirementof total evidence stipulatesthat beliefs must be groundedin the complete set of pertinentreasons that are available to the believer. Similarly, moral judgments must be grounded in the
complete set of pertinentreasons that are available to the judge. Hence, what
accountsfor our qualmsis thatIAband IAmyield beliefs and moraljudgments
that do not satisfy the respectiverequirementsof total evidence.26
(f) QualmsaboutIAddo not arise since action in accordancewith some desire does not providefor a reasonfor the desire in questionandhence thereare
no disclaimersto be bracketed.But then how can IAdbe successful in the first
place? A change of desire may come about through some psychological
26

One could raise the following objection to the requirementof total evidence. What it is
reasonable to require is not that a belief is groundedin the complete set of evidence but
rather in a subset that (a) contains some random selection of evidence and (b) whose
size is commensurate with the prominence of the belief within one's life. This appeal

of totalevidence.A simito satisficingis well takenas an objectionto the requirement
lar argument could be made for moral judgments. However, these objections are of no
avail in erasing our qualms about lAb or IAm. The projectedbeliefs or moraljudgments
in lAb and IAm (a) are contingent on a subset of evidence that is not randomly selected
but that is selected to support the projected belief or moral judgment and (b) typically
concern matterswhich have great prominencein our lives (cf. All My Sons) and deserve
that the complete set of evidence be attended to. Hence, a departure from the requirement of total evidence in cases of lAb or IAm cannot be justified by an appeal to
satisficing.
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mechanism that causes-but does not provide a reason for-the change in
question. For instance, one such mechanism is that the presentationof a desired object in conjunctionwith some loathed object may extinguish the desire for the former object.27Knowledge of this mechanism is what makes us
take off the headphonesplaying Beethoven's Fifth Symphonyin the dentist's
chair.The copresenceof a loathedand a desiredobject causes a change in desire yet it does not provide me with a reason for the change in my desire. The
psychological mechanismthat is of interestto us is that the repeatedpresentation of some object may kindle a desire for the object in question.28It is
this mechanism which is at work when it is said that one needs to grow up
with certaintypes of food to acquirean appreciationfor them. Again, the repeated presentationof some object is what may cause the development of a
desire in me yet it does not provideme with a reason for the newly developed
desire. IAd is the embedding of the latterpsychological mechanism in an intentional scheme to effect the acquisitionof some desire. The agent chooses
for the repeatedconfrontationwith some object-i.e. acts as if she alreadyhad
a desire for the object in question-with the aim of bringing about precisely
this desire. QualmsaboutIAddo not arise since action in accordancewith the
projecteddesire does not function as a reason for the projecteddesire. Hence
there is no room for the objectionthatwas leveled againstIAband IAm:since
no reason-giving relation holds between the action and the projected desire,
there is no disclaimeron any such relationto be excluded from a complete set
of pertinentreasonsfor the projecteddesire.
V
Let us now consider whether my account is of any help in explaining our
qualms (or absence of qualms) about the related phenomena and cross-over
cases that I presentedin section I. First, there are no qualms to be had about
my 'checking things out' either (a) because I want to acquire a belief about
my spouse (whether she is having an affair or not) or (b) because I want to
put my suspicions to rest by acquiringthe belief that she is not having an affair. Indeed, in both cases there is no reason to think that the belief that I will
come to acquire will not be groundedin the complete set of evidence that is
available to me. Second, there are qualms to be had about the scenarios in
which (a) I either subject myself to hypnosis or (b) selectively check things
out because I want to acquire the belief that my spouse is not having an af27

28

Classicalor Pavlovianconditioningis the behavioristicversionof this psychological
mechanism.The limitationsof this mechanismare dramaticallydisplayedin the illfated rehabilitationprogrambased on classical conditioningin Stanley Kubrick's
movieA ClockworkOrange afterAnthonyBurgess'novelby the samename.
The seminalwork in social psychologyof this mechanismis Zajonc,R. B. (1968)
"Theattitudinal
effectsof mereexposure,"Journal of Personality and Social Psychology, 9, Monograph
supplement,pp. 1-27.
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fair. Both scenariosfall shortof the requirementof total evidence. In case (a),
the projected belief will not be grounded in any evidence. (Or, in case the
hypnotist provides me not only with the projectedbelief but also with some
supportingbeliefs throughpost-hypnotic suggestion, then the set containing
the projectedbelief and the supportingbeliefs will not be groundedin any evidence.) In case (b), the belief will be groundedin a subset of the availableevidence thatis carefullystackedwith items that supportthe projectedbelief.
Let us now turn to the cross-over cases. We need to distinguish between
two scenarios of COB1. Either it is the case that, if I come to believe that I
can jump the creek, there is indeed a good chance that I will be able to jump
the creek. Or, it is the case that, if I come to believe that I can jump the
creek, my jumping the creek becomes merely somewhat less improbable.On
the former scenario, provided that there is good reason to believe now that I
will indeed come to believe that I can jump the creek by the time of my
jumping the creek (i.e. thatIAbwill be successful), I do indeed have good reason to believe now that I will be able to jump the creek. My present belief
that I will be able to jump the creek is groundedin the complete set of evidence which includes my futurebelief that I can jump the creek. Hence, this
first scenario of COB' passes the requirementof total evidence. On the latter
scenario of COB' it is not the case that the complete set of evidence-including my futurebelief that I can jump the creek-can groundmy presentbelief
that I will be able to jump the creek. It can only ground the belief that it is
slightly less improbablethat I will be able to jump the creek than if I were
not to have the futurebelief that I can jump the creek. Hence, on the second
scenario, trying to acquire the belief that I can jump the creek would meet
with qualms. Nonetheless, the argumentthat I made earlier with respect to
(COB2) can be repeatedhere. Just like it may be partof a rationalstrategyto
knock on wood in a stressful situation,it is equally partof a rationalstrategy
to try to acquire the belief that my son is still alive if that is the only way I
can go on living in a meaningful fashion or to try to acquire the belief that I
can jump the creek if this increasesmy chances-however slim-to jump the
creek. But this does not take away that there are qualms to be had about the
action of knocking on wood as such as well as about the belief acquisitions
as such in (COB2)or in the latterscenarioof (COB').
I did not take a definitestandon (COB3).(COB3)addressesthe reasonableness of IAb for propositions which are such that neither they nor their negations can be groundedin the available set of evidence. Hence, (COB3) does
not pass the requirementof total evidence since IAbaims at a belief that is
not groundedin the complete set of availableevidence. However, the requirement of total evidence can be weakened such that (COB3)does pass through.
Let 'B' stand for the propertythat a propositionp has if and only if it is reasonable to believe that p. Let 'C' stand for the propertythat a proposition p
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has if and only if p is grounded in the complete set of evidence. (COB3)
passes the following weakerrequirementon reasonablebeliefs:
1. (Bp

-4 -C-p)

while it does not pass the stronger29
originalrequirement:
2. (Bp -4 Cp)
Hence, if one accepts (1) rather than (2) as a necessary condition on reasonable belief acquisition, then (COB3) does pass through.Whetherone accepts (1) (ratherthan (2)) hinges precisely on whetherone rejects that agnosticism is the only properresponse to a propositionfor which the set of available evidence can neithergroundit nor its negation.
Let us now turnto the cross-overcases of IAd. In (COD1)I point to an internal limitationof the dynamics of WAd.
Acting in accordancewith some desire in orderto acquirethe desire is a self-focusedproject.Hence, thereis a serious difficultyin engaging in such a projectin orderto acquireoutwardlyfocused desires, since how could actionsthatare containedin a self-focused project have a genuine outwardfocus? But surely, one might object, I could go
join MotherTheresato overcome my self-focused attitude.I believe that such
a projectcan succeed only if I can make some bindingcommitmentto engage
in a projectof doing outwardlyfocused actions. Once I have made this (selffocused) binding commitmenteach individual action does not requirea selffocused motivation.However, I am much more sceptical that the project can
succeed if I need to motivateevery single outwardlyfocused action as being a
step on the route of my self-focused project.
(COD2),(COD3)and (COD4)all raise qualmsbecause of the natureof the
projecteddesires. What is disconcertingin (COD2)is thatthese desires cannot
be realized, in (COD3)that they lack authenticityand in (COD4)that they do
not respect the internalcoherence of the desire structure.It is worth taking a
closer look at (COD4). Preferences-i.e. desires for particularstates of affairs-are groundedin some set of desires for types of states of affairs. Just
like beliefs and moral judgments must be grounded in the set of evidence,
preferencesmust be groundedin the set of pertinentdesires for types of states
of affairs. Let us suppose that I have a preferencefor a particularjob due to
my desire for the type of job that offers challenging careerprospects and opportunities for overtime work. I then hear that the job in question is no
longer availableand engage in IAd to restoremy preferencefor my presentjob
29

(2) entails (1) on the reasonable assumption that no proposition is such that it as well
as its negation are grounded in the complete set of evidence-i.e. -(Cp & C-p)-while
(1) does not entail (2) unless we assume that (Cp v C-p)-which is precisely the assumption that does not hold for the propositions under considerations.
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which lacks these attractivefeatures. This project raises qualms unless I set
out at the same time to try to become the kind of person who genuinely values the type of job that allows for leisure time and in which there is no career
pressure.What this cross-over case of IAdhas in common with straightcases
of IAband IAmis thatthey all violate the requirementthat the projectedmental states be groundedin the complete set of pertinentreasons for this mental
state. However, IAb and IAm violate this requirementby bracketing a disclaimer on the reason-givingrelation between as if actions and the projected
mental state, whereas (COD4)violates this requirementby adjustinga preference while not adjustingthe reason-givingitems that groundthis preference.
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